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Fantasy is a genre full of magic, mysterious events and supernatural 
creatures, and is often perceived as pure evasion into the irrational, the 
superstitious and the fabulous. But in many stories of heroes, 
enchantresses, legendary creatures and all sorts of types of magic, there 
is increasingly room for science as well. Enchantment is a journey in 
search of the science hidden in many archetypes of the fantasy 
narrative. How was the myth of the dragon born? What do wizards 
and scientists have in common? How does Thor’s hammer work? What 
impact has role-play had on the codification of magic? These are only 
some of the questions that Michele Bellone, a scientific journalist 
passionate about narration, tackles in the book, trying to break down 
various prejudices on two worlds that are anything but irreconcilable. 
Because if science can generate the magic of the fantastic, fantasy can 
stimulate reflections on science.

Michele Bellone is a biologist and scientific journalist. He writes for 
Italian publications such as “Esquire”, “Le Scienze” and “Wired”, is 
passionate about games and fiction and holds a course on these 
subjects in the Master’s degree in science communication at the SISSA 
in Trieste.

• Preface by Licia Troisi

• Illustrations by Elisa Seitzinger

Illustrated book

Subject: popular science

Pages: 240

Original title: 
Incanto: Storie di Draghi, 
Streghe e Scienziati (2019)

Michele Bellone

Enchantment
Stories of Dragons, wizards and Scientists

How does Thor’s hammer work?

How was the myth of the dragon born?

What do wizards and scientists have in common?

A journey in search of the science  
hidden in many archetypes of fantasy narrative





An art exhibition, like a book, is perhaps the best way to be carried away 
to an unexplored and new place, to take a step towards major and minor 
answers and to feel a better person. An exhibition brings together all the 
paths that it can open up in the visitor’s mind and, if done well, is not 
limited only to passive enjoyment which allows saying “I saw Van Gogh’s 
sunflowers” but “looking at Van Gogh’s sunflowers, I discovered 
something new.” In Mirabilia this discovery concerns the amazing world 
of plants revealed in the works of Dürer, Degas, Hokusai, Rivera, 
Duchamp, Warhol, Banksy and many others, from ecological dynamics 
to archeobotany, from the flavour of tomatoes to vertical farms and the 
revolutionary frontiers of research.

Renato Bruni is Associate Professor in Botany and Pharmaceutical 
Biology at the University of Parma. He also curates the blog “Erba 
Volant”, in which he writes about how studying plants and their effects 
is more difficult than you may think. It is also why the more he knows 
plants, the more he is certain that they are complicated creatures. For 
Codice edizioni, he has published Erba volant (2015, winner of the 
Science Book Award 2017) and Le piante son brutte bestie (2017), 
translated in many countries.

• Foreign sales: Chinese (Beijing Quianqiu Zhiye Publishing)

Illustrated book, 
full color

subject: botany, art

Pages: 288

Original title: 
mirabilia. la botanica 
nascosta nell’arte 
(2018)

renato bruni

Mirabilia
When art conceals botany

Mirabilia sets out to 
discover the amazing 

world of plants 
revealed in the works 

of Dürer, Degas, 
Hokusai, Rivera, 

Duchamp, Warhol, 
Banksy and many 

others



QUESTO  
POMODORO  

NON SA  
DI NIENTE!

• capitolo 14 •

• Andy Warhol, Campbell’s Soup Can, 1962; grafite e caseina su tela • 

159

• Dalla carta all’erbario nel cloud •

Quando date un comando vocale al vostro smartphone, se fate indivi-
duare a Facebook un volto in una foto o usate Google Translate per fare 
una traduzione, state sfruttando una tecnologia di intelligenza artifi ciale 
chiamata deep learning. Si tratta di un sistema di apprendimento basato 
su algoritmi capaci di riconoscere e ricreare forme e strutture con cre-
scente accuratezza, in base al numero di operazioni simili già condotte: 
più lavorano e meglio funzionano. Oltre che nell’elettronica di consumo, 
questi sistemi si usano nei veicoli a guida autonoma, in campo medico 
e nell’automazione industriale, avvalendosi di informazioni pregresse e 
di dati gradualmente forniti dagli utilizzatori. 

Da qualche tempo gli stessi sistemi di intelligenza artifi ciale rappre-
sentano una delle nuove frontiere per la rinascita degli erbari, che passa 
attraverso la trasformazione degli specimen in immagini digitali in altis-
sima risoluzione. Secondo le stime dei botanici, delle circa 70.000 spe-
cie vegetali che ancora dobbiamo scoprire, oltre la metà è già stata cam-
pionata e attende di essere individuata in qualche armadio. Un numero 
assai superiore di specimen aspetta poi di essere identifi cato per poter 
diventare fruibile in ricerche come quelle citate in precedenza. 

Per facilitare queste operazioni, che richiederebbero decenni di la-
voro, vari gruppi di ricerca stanno allenando algoritmi di identifi ca-
zione su centinaia di migliaia di specimen mettendoli all’opera su cam-
pioni identifi cati da botanici esperti, ottenendo nel 90 per cento dei casi 
un riconoscimento corretto. Il sistema funziona col criterio della digital 
pattern recognition, usato nel machine learning per le auto a guida auto-
noma e per l’interpretazione di referti medici basati su immagini, ma si 
applica perfettamente agli erbari perché la composizione e la presenza 
simultanea di foglie e fi ori seguono regole uniformi da sempre. 

Come negli studi linguistici sui quotidiani e come nella diff usione 
capillare delle opere d’arte (incluse quelle un po’ elusive di Schwitters), 
l’epoca della riproducibilità tecnica sta giocando un ruolo fondamentale 
anche per gli erbari. Il loro revival scientifi co si giova infatti del processo 
di digitalizzazione, replicazione e condivisione che ha reso disponibili ai 

GLI ERBARI 
SONO DATABASE 
CHE ASPETTANO 

DI ESSERE 
INTERROGATI.
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The great mathematicians 
of the past; paradoxes, 

conjectures and enigmas

There is beauty and mystery in numbers. They are part of our daily life, 
they are concrete instruments of measurement (and of power, in all its 
forms) but also of refined philosophical speculations. Claudio Bartocci 
and Luigi Civalleri take us on a journey that combines wonder and 
curiosity, scientific knowledge and new aesthetic sensibilities, to 
discover one of the greatest human cultural representations. The great 
mathematicians of the past and the surprising properties of numbers; 
paradoxes, conjectures and enigmas, and calculating machines, from 
the Roman abacus to the Summa Prima Olivetti. It is also a journey in 
images which explores, chapter by chapter, the fascinating dialogue 
between mathematics and art.

Claudio Bartocci teaches Geometry, Physics, Mathematics and History 
of Mathematics at the University of Genoa. With Piergiorgio Odifreddi 
he directed the work in four volumes La matematica (Einaudi, 2007-
2011). His most recent books are Una piramide di problemi (Raffaello 
Cortina, 2012), Dimostrare l’impossibile (Raffaello Cortina, 2014) and 
Zerologia (with Piero Martin and Andrea Tagliapietra, il Mulino, 2016).

Luigi Civalleri teaches on the master’s course in Science Communication 
at the SISSA, Trieste. In addition to his activity popularizing science, he is 
a translator (Jared Diamond, Brian Greene, Michael Pollan and others), 
editorial consultant and organizer of scientific events. 

Illustrated book, 
full color

subject: mathematics

Pages: 272

Original title: numeri. 
tutto quello che conta 
da zero a infinito (2017)

CLAUDIO BARTOCCI AND LUIGI CIVALLERI

NUMBERS
everything that counts, from zero to infinite

but also a journey 
in images which explores 
the fascinating dialogue 
between mathematics and art



How is rubbish thrown away on the Moon? 
And in the bin of the computer? 

Did you know that the white beaches in 
the tropics are made of parrot fish 
droppings? And that we put radioactive 
waste first into a swimming pool and 
then into salt?

Strange and interesting facts, but also 
research, innovation, traditions, art 
and much more about waste: a problem, 
but also an opportunity

This book is an entertaining but scientifically accurate journey to 
discover the waste we have inside and outside ourselves. Strange pieces 
of information, but also data, research, innovation and old traditions to 
reconstruct the history of an idea – that of ‘refuse’ – which over the 
centuries has been transformed many times. How much food do we 
throw away? Where do our old fridges end up? Did you know that 
drinking water can be extracted from organic waste? And how come 
some countries are buried in waste while others buy it? From our houses 
to the whole planet, we will discover what and how much we waste, how 
much what ends up in the bucket, in the sewers or in the landfill is worth 
and what could be done (or is already done) with it. Because from art to 
industry, from cinema to the environment, waste is a problem, but it can 
also be a solution. After all, waste is only… a lack of imagination.

Piero Martin is Full Professor of Physics at a leading Italian university 
and researcher with the RFX Consortium. He is at the head of a 
European task force for experiments of controlled thermonuclear 
fusion, which involves over 300 researchers. He is a fellow of the 
American Physical Society. 

Alessandra Viola is a scientific journalist. In 2016 she won the 
Wissenschaft Book des Jahres prize awarded by the Austrian Ministry 
for Science and in 2013 won the First prize for popularizing science 
awarded by the Italian Book Association for her book Verde Brillante.

• In the final selection of the most important Italian prize for the 
Public awareness of science: Premio Galileo (2018)

• Foreign sales: Portuguese (Gradiva), Korean (Book’s Hill)

Illustrated book, 
full color

Subject: popular science

Pages: 240

Original title: 
trash: tutto quello che 
dovreste sapere sui 
rifiuti (2017)

Piero Martin, Alessandra viola

trash
everything you should know about waste





Every year nature offers one of the most incredible sights that can be 
seen: migration. A highly fascinating journey without borders, full of 
mysteries to be revealed.
Billions of animals on the move travel across our planet. Small or large, 
on their own or in groups, they cover tens of thousands of kilometres 
in flight, walking or swimming, facing difficulties and dangers, on 
treacherous routes that often cost them their lives. The giants of the 
world, whales, migrate and some of the most graceful  creatures, 
butterflies, migrate; as do birds, terrestrial and flying mammals, fish, 
amphibians reptiles, all sorts of insects and other invertebrates, such as  
crabs, above all suspicion. On this journey, many undergo incredible 
transformations, others are as punctual as Swiss watches, to the point 
that a calendar can be established, other cover distances that are 
equivalent to three times the journey to the Moon and back. How do 
they reach their destination? How do they find their bearings and how 
do they manage to return every year to exactly the place where they 
were born? And above all, why do they migrate?

Francesca Buoninconti is a freelance scientific journalist. A naturalist 
by training, after a Master’s degree in scientific journalism, she worked 
for Città della Scienza, Radio Kiss Kiss and Rai Radio3. Today she 
mainly writes about science, nature and the climate for various 
publications, including “Il Tascabile”, “Repubblica.it”, “Micron” and 
“Vanity Fair”.

The Department of Defence of the United States has been working for 
years on a weapon of attack (but not fatal) based on odours that can 
create panic. In 2018 Global Industry Analysts estimated at $45 billion 
the annual turnover of the fragrance industry. In short, what revolves 
around our noses is apparently a serious matter. But how does this 
sense of ours, which is so refined and complex and instinctive and 
emotional at the same time, work? How do odours influence our 
everyday lives? Why do we have two nostrils? Is it true that more than 
10,000 different odours can be smelt? What is olfactory marketing? 
Will digital odours exist one day? From scientific research to lots of 
odd facts, Anna D’Errico takes us on a journey to discover the talents 
of the human nose, describing qualities that are little known and 
debunking some myths such as the idea that man has a little developed 
sense of smell.

Anna D’Errico, a neuroscientist, is a researcher at the Goethe 
Universität of Frankfurt. Outside the laboratory she studies the use of 
odours in the performing arts and curates the blog “Il senso perfetto. Di 
odori improbabili e puzze (im)possibili”.

Text and Maps

Subject: Natural science

Pages: 224

Original title: 
Senza confini: 
Le straordinarie storie 
degli animali migratori 
(2019)

Text, illustrations  
(black and white)

Subject: neuroscience

Pages: 240

Original title: 
il senso perfetto. 
mai sottovalutare il naso 
(2019)

Francesca Buoninconti

Without Borders
The Extraordinary Stories of Migratory Animals

Anna d’errico

the perfect sense
never underestimate the nose



The freedom of our choices and our actions often seems the most natural 
and incontrovertible of things for us. Recent experimental observations, 
however, seem to suggest that we acquire consciousness of our intentions to 
act only after the cerebral command of the movement has already started. 
It would therefore appear that, in principle, our decision can be foreseen by 
an external observer before we make them. Does this not perhaps indicate 
that the idea of freedom and that of the moral responsibility that depends 
on it are only illusions? In fact, there is no guarantee that this is actually 
how it is. The discussion on free will, one of the oldest and most fascinating 
mysteries of human thought, is still open, and today not only philosophers 
but also neurobiologists, psychologists and cognitive scientists passionately 
take part in it. In this book, some of the greatest Italian and international 
experts analyse the contribution that surprising and controversial 
acquisitions of contemporary cognitive sciences offer today to this debate, 
significant for its social and political consequences.

Mario De Caro teaches Moral Philosophy at the University of Roma Tre. 
Since 2000, he has also taught at Tufts University. He is the author of 
Azione (il Mulino, 2008), Il libero arbitrio (Laterza, 2019; ninth edition) 
and Liberal Naturalism (Harvard University Press, in preparation).

Andrea Lavazza is a senior research fellow at the CUI of Arezzo. He works 
on neuroethics and philosophy of the mind. His publications include 
Manipolare la memoria (with Silvia Inglese; Mondadori Università, 2013) 
and Filosofia della mente (Editrice La Scuola, 2015).

Giuseppe Sartori is Full Professor of Forensic Neuropsychology and 
Forensic Neuroscience at the University of Padua. He works on testimony 
and decision-making in the judicial area; he has conceived an innovative 
technique of memory-detection in the legal medical field. 

Today stating that we live immersed in technology seems almost banal. 
But do we really know what we are talking about when we are talking 
about (or thinking of) the smartphone, Apple TV and the computer? 
Through a close-knit dialogue between the strictest cognitive sciences 
and the studies by Marshall McLuhan, but also the cyborg movement, 
TV series and the cinema, psychedelic substances and bioelectricity, 
Francesco Parisi offers an original reading of a word that is so common 
that it has been emptied of meaning. Technology is not only something 
we use, but it is something we are, an essential and constitutive process 
of our being in the world and the history of our evolution. In addition, 
technologies produce boomerang effects on man that modify the 
starting conditions; we are always creating new technologies because 
we are the ones being continuously renewed.

Francesco Parisi teaches Photography and visual culture and Theory of 
the Media at the University of Messina. He works on the relationship 
between technologies and experience, adopting a cognitivist perspective 
that is rooted in an interdisciplinary approach. His publications include 
Filosofia della fotografia (Raffaello Cortina, 2013; with Maurizio 
Guerri).

Text, no illustrations

Subject: neuroscience, 
Philosophy

Pages: 306

Original title: 
siamo davvero liberi? 
le neuroscienze e il 
mistero del libero 
arbitrio (2019, revised 
edition)

Text, no illustrations

Subject: technology, 
Evolution theory, 
philosophy, neuroscience

Pages: 240

Original title: 
la tecnologia che siamo 
(2019)

mario de caro, andrea lavazza 
and giuseppe sartori

are we really free? 
Neuroscience and the mystery of free will

francesco parisi

The technology we are



“The Science of”
series

In recent years, the awareness of how important communicating science 
is has grown. Vulgarization, journalism, research and teaching need to 
know how to tell, write (and, why not, read) scientific content. From the 
panels of an exhibition to the script of a video, from the presentation for 
a seminar to a lesson plan, constructing and writing texts are tools of the 
trade that it is necessary to know how to handle. Without imposing 
precepts and rules, but based on his own many years of experience as a 
mathematician and writer, Daniele Gouthier offers us a practical and 
concrete reflection on writing, accompanied by numerous exercises and 
small good practices.

Daniele Gouthier teaches Communication of mathematics and physics at 
the SISSA of Trieste. He is the author of the books Le parole di Einstein 
(Dedalo, 2005), Il solito Albert e la piccola Dolly (Springer Verlag, 2008), 
Il bello della matematica (Pearson Bruno Mondadori, 2014), and Dar la 
caccia ai numeri (Dedalo, 2017).

Daniele gouthier

Writing about science
Exercises and good practices for vulgarizers, 
journalists, teachers and researchers today 

Text, no illustrations

subject: Science 
communication

pages: 192

original titile: scrivere 
di scienza. esercizi e 
buone pratiche per 
divulgatori, giornalisti, 
insegnanti e ricercatori 
d’oggi (2019)



Why do we like what we like? 
Why does caviar go so well with white chocolate?
How do you become a ‘supertaster’ sommelier?
What is the secret for making a fried egg?

What is the secret for a perfectly boiled egg? A little science certainly 
does no harm, as lots of chefs, the new maîtres à penser of our time, 
know. We will go into the prohibited kitchens of these gurus of the stove, 
we will discover their recipes and use cooking to understand something 
more about our evolution, our brain, and the world around us. If you 
like getting covered in flour, if you have wondered at least once how 
to make a curry in the dishwasher, if you belong to the new tribe of 
‘foodies’ or you simply like to eat well, this is the book for you: morsels 
of science for curious palates. From molecular cuisine to macrobiotic 
diets and pressure cookers, from plates of sushi to jazz and lasagne in 
space, you will discover how to measure the speed of light with a bar of 
chocolate, what on earth a magnetron is for in the kitchen and how to 
make vanilla ice cream using ice and salt. It is a book to relish and get 
dirty, to keep on the table or in the larder, a tasting menu by a curious 
writer who enjoys cooking.

Fabio Meliciani has a degree in logic and philosophy of science, he 
specialized in the communication of science at SISSA (Trieste). He has 
worked with the Galileo Museum (Florence) and the publisher 
Zanichelli. Today he lives in Lugano, collaborates with Swiss Radio 
and Television (RSI) and works on the communication of science at 
L’ideatorio (Science et cité) of the University of Italian Switzerland.

• Foreign sales: Russian (Discourse)

Illustrated book, 
full color

Subject: popular science

Pages: 240

Original title: 
cosa bolle in pentola.  
la scienza in tavola (2017)

Fabio Meliciani

SCIENCE IN THE KITCHEN



A book to get to know the world 
around our deckchair.
Or simply to amaze 
your friends on holiday.

How are waves formed?
Why can you hear the sea in shells?
Why do we get a tan?
How come sea water is salty?
What should you do when stung by a jellyfish?

Illustrated book, 
full color

Subject: Popular science

Pages: 192

Original title: 
La scienza sotto 
l’ombrellone 
(2014)

From tips on how to build the perfect sandcastle to the way our body 
changes underwater, from the map of the best places to go surfing to 
the composition of squid ink, Andrea Gentile gives us an original and 
entertaining view on life at the beach. Physics, chemistry, biology and 
environmental studies become tools to explain what happens on the sea 
shore and in the depths of the oceans. There are many strange facts and 
as many myths to be debunked: underwater, for example, we see better 
from far away than close up and it is not true that only the females of 
sea urchins can be eaten. Something else: paradoxically drinking salted 
water dehydrates us. An illustrated book that is beautiful to read and to 
look at, written in a language within everyone’s reach and dedicated to 
all those who ask the reason why about things.

Andrea Gentile is a journalist and writes about science, culture and 
current affairs for the magazine “Wired Italia”. After a degree in 
computational neurosciences and a master’s degree in scientific 
communication, he was on the editorial board of “Galileo” and Rai 
Radio3 Scienza. Since 2010, he has been at “Wired”, where he also 
follows the section dedicated to original comics. With Codice edizioni 
he also published La scienza delle serie TV (2016).

• Foreign sales: German (hardcover Atlantik, paperback edition 
Blanvalet), Greek (Patakis), Chinese (Ocean Press), Russian (Discourse)

• #13 of the Summer 2015 “Der Spiegel” Best-Selling Books chart 
in Germany

Andrea Gentile

Science at the beach



Is artificial snow the same as real snow?
Why do steinbocks (almost) never fall from 
the rocks?
Is the water in the mountains really better?
How can you find out how old a mountain is?
And what does it owe its shape to?
How much Mont Blanc weigh? From the physics of carving to the chemistry of snakes’ poison, from 

how mountains are born and die, from the largest crystals in the world 
to the smallest glacier in Italy, from the evolutionary strategies of plants 
and animals to resist the cold to the suggestions on what to do (and 
what absolutely not to do) if exposed to freezing. Natural phenomena, 
scientific titbits, myths to be debunked and questions that we have all 
asked: how long can you survive if swept away by an avalanche? How 
can Bolivian children play football at 4000 meters above sea level 
without being out of breath? Is it true that larch trees are a privileged 
target of lightning? Can avalanches and landslides be predicted? Jacopo 
Pasotti climbs mountains with the help of science to tell us about them 
– in the winter and in summer – at every altitude.

Jacopo Pasotti is a journalist and scientific communicator. After a 
degree in geology and a master’s degree in scientific communication in 
Australia, he began to contribute to “National Geographic”, 
“l’Espresso” and “La Repubblica”, and has taken part in scientific 
expeditions to Nepal, the Arctic and the Antarctic. In 2011 he won 
the Piazzano Prize for scientific journalism. He is the author of stories 
for children and he is a chronic traveller. He is the author of Science in 
a suitcase (Codice edizioni, 2016)

• Foreign sales: German (hardcover Atlantik, paperback edition 
Blanvalet), Chinese (Ocean Press)

Illustrated book, 
full color

Subject: Popular science

Pages: 200

Original title: 
La scienza in vetta 
(2015)

Jacopo Pasotti

Science at the summit



Could a chemistry teacher really make drugs like Walter White in 
“Breaking Bad”? How long will it be before we have Star Trek’s 
teleportation? And what is the best way to react to an epidemic of zombies 
as in “The Walking Dead”? How does the climate work in “Game of 
Thrones”? It is possible to talk about science even sitting comfortably in 
an armchair in front of the television.
From an innocent pastime, TV series have become real cult products. 
Millions of fans watch (or download) dozens of TV series. The most 
famous ones are science fiction, medical or investigation series, which have 
a lot of science in them. What is true in what they show?
From the birth of the cosmos in “The Big Bang Theory”, via the Fanta-
diagnoses of “Doctor House” and the alien complots in “X-Files”, to the 
nature of time in “True Detective”, Science in TV series reveals the hidden 
side of our favorite shows, in a simple language with explanations that 
everyone can understand.

Andrea Gentile is a journalist and writes about science, culture and 
current affairs for the magazine “Wired Italia”. After a degree in 
computational neurosciences and a master’s degree in scientific 
communication, he was on the editorial board of “Galileo” and Rai 
Radio3 Scienza. Since 2010, he has been at “Wired”, where he also follows 
the section dedicated to original comics. In 2014 he published Science at 
the beach for Codice edizioni (published in Germany and Greece, it 
reached 13th position in the German rankings of non-fiction). 

• Illustrations by Goran (goranfactory.com)

• Foreign sales: German (Atlantik), Chinese (Ocean Press), Korean 
(Banni Publishing), German (Audible, audiobook), Arabic (Beyrouni), 
Russian (Discourse). Audio rights: Audible

Illustrated book, 
full color

Subject: Popular Science

Pages: 176

Original title: 
La scienza delle serie tv 
(2016)

Andrea Gentile

Science in TV series



A book to dip into before a holiday and which 
will tell you the most useful things to pack – 
for every type of destination.

Why does it take longer to fly from 
London to New York than in the 
opposite direction? 
Why isn’t there a vaccination against 
malaria and how can you try to avoid 
it?
Is there a way to “scientifically” 
choose the best hotel?

From physics to the Northern Lights to the bizarre methods of 
orientation of some travelling animal species. From how control 
systems in an airport work to the unwanted travelling companions that 
can follow you inside your case. But also strange historical facts about 
journeys that have revolutionized scientific knowledge, or the ones that 
would have been scientifically impossible to make, such as the Journey 
to the Centre of the Earth as told by Jules Verne. A guidebook that 
explains why the map you are consulting is certainly wrong, which 
tropical forest is the richest in biodiversity on the planet (and how we 
know this) and which will give you practical advice on how to prepare 
your next holiday, scientifically. It is a book to dip into before a long 
and adventurous journey and it will tell you what it is useful to pack 
for any destination – whether the Sahara, a remote tropical island, the 
Arctic or a megalopolis. 

Jacopo Pasotti is a journalist and scientific communicator. After a 
degree in geology and a master’s degree in scientific communication in 
Australia, he began to contribute to “National Geographic”, 
“l’Espresso” and “La Repubblica”, and has taken part in scientific 
expeditions to Nepal, the Arctic and the Antarctic. In 2011 he won the 
Piazzano Prize for scientific journalism. He is the author of stories for 
children and he is a chronic traveller. He is the author of Science at the 
Summit (Codice edizioni, 2015).

• Foreign sales: German (Atlantik), Chinese (Ocean Press)

Illustrated book, 
full color

Subject: Popular Science

Pages: 206

Original title: 
La scienza in valigia 
(2016)

Jacopo Pasotti

Science in a suitcase



What connects a lily 
in flower and a 
creeping tendril?

Does gardening 
help us and plants 
to live better?

Will we have greenhouses
in outer space one day?

LE PIANTE
SON BRUTTE BESTIE

Renato Bruni

La scienza in giardino

Why is a bonsai a dwarf and why is it natural to clone rosemary? How 
come those seeds never sprout? And what has the moon got to do with 
it? Can you really water plants in the middle of the day? After he 
inherited a large city garden, a scientist began to observe the flower-beds, 
lawns and vases through the eyes of the augmented reality of biology, 
chemistry, ecology and physics. Between hoeing and experiments in the 
laboratory, he was to weed out some legends, transplant the small world 
of vases into the large container of planetary phenomena and fertilize 
some strange features of plants, both ornamental and otherwise.
The stories and scientific explanations of a year of gardening sprout up 
alongside the begonias, blossom on butterbushes and put down roots in 
the damp soil, to connect green fingers with a research point of view, 
leading us to examine allotments, gardens and flower-decked balconied 
from the perspective of current scientific knowledge on the plant world.

Renato Bruni is Associate Professor in Botany and Pharmaceutical 
Biology at the University of Parma. He also curates the blog “Erba 
Volant”, in which he writes about how studying plants and their effects 
is more difficult than you may think. It is also why the more he knows 
plants, the more he is certain that they are complicated creatures. For 
Codice edizioni, he has published Erba Volant. Imparare l’innovazione 
dalle piante (2015, winner of the Science Book Award 2017) and 
Mirabilia (2018).

• Foreign sales: German (Atlantik), Korean (3rd Moon)
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Original title: 
Le piante sono brutte 
bestie. La scienza in 
giardino (2017)

Renato Bruni

SCIENCE IN THE GARDEN



From a perfume to a kiss, from a caress to excitement, from nudity to 
orgasm, this is how, with all the particulars dictated by science, we go 
from first sight to rolling in the sheets with someone. Alice Pace tells us 
all about it and does so observing sex from absolutely privileged points 
of view. From inside our body, where eros is triggered off in a turbine 
of molecules, overheats the senses and sparks off, in its pleasurable 
crescendo, continuously evolving brain circuits, and from outside as 
well, where bodies come together in the strangest acrobatics and even 
those recommended by scientists. From above, with an attentive eye on 
following not only the paths of pleasure, but also those which in time 
have transformed our image of intimacy. This is the right book for 
everyone who wants to understand the reason for everything (really 
everything) that happens at those moments and for everyone who 
wants to enjoy, between a toy and an app, all the possible nuances of 
sex today. And to fantasize about what it will be like tomorrow.

Alice Pace is a freelance scientific journalist who writes about science, 
medicine and innovation for “Wired”, “D La Repubblica”, 
“HealthDesk” and “OggiScienza”. In 2013 she won a scholarship to 
Harvard as an Armenise-Harvard Science Writer Fellow and in 2014 
the Piazzano award for scientific journalism. With her investigative 
work on the Stem cell case, the same year she received the prize for the 
best article at the Macchianera Italian Awards.

• Foreign sales: German (Atlantik), Portuguese (Gradiva), Russian 
(Discourse)
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Original title: 
HOT. La scienza 
sotto le lenzuola (2016)

Alice Pace

HOT
SCIENCE UNDER THE SHEETS

Toymaker’s science is a plunge into the history of entire generations of 
children, in rediscovery of the fun and most used toys of the 20th 
century, some of which were capable of influencing the decisions of 
well-known scientists, others which have become real icons. A small 
dictionary of the scientific toy, made up of short entries, illustrated by 
catchy graphics and a rich iconography. And most of all shovelfuls of 
curiosities: how many engineers are there among Meccano designers? 
Did you know that pieces of Lego are used to simulate the movement 
of robots on Mars? And that in the Fifties a “deluxe” version of the 
Little Chemist contained four different types of uranium? 

Davide Coero Borga works with foundations and museums to create 
new languages with which to speak about science, technology and the 
environment. Together with Federico Taddia and Silvia Bencivelli, he 
conducts “Nautilus”, a programme broadcast on Rai Scuola. With 
Codice edizioni he also published Scienza della fantasia (2015).

• Foreign sales: Chinese (Guangxi Normal University Press)
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Original title: 
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dal giocattolaio (2012)

Davide Coero Borga

Toymaker’s science



How do the characters and places in children’s literature end up under 
the microscope of the scientist? Behind what we are used to considering 
as simple little stories for children, are hidden ideas, stories and 
suggestions of science and technology. It is the history of science that is 
unwound like a ball of yarn in the tales by Perrault, the Brothers 
Grimm and Andersen: from the tricks and spells of the apprentice 
sorcerer to the mad scientist, imagination gives way to science fiction 
and lastly, to raw science. 
Princesses, dragons, enchanted castles, elves, ogres, swords, magic 
wands, amulets, dwarves, adventurers, explorers, coats of armour, 
scientists, witches, frightening creatures and the wonders of nature 
inhabit the pages of this illustrated almanac of scientific fantasy – and 
tell the reader a new and surprising story.

Davide Coero Borga works with foundations and museums to create 
new languages with which to speak about science, technology and the 
environment. Together with Federico Taddia and Silvia Bencivelli, he 
conducts “Nautilus”, a programme broadcast on Rai Scuola. 
With Codice edizioni has also published La scienza dal giocattolaio in 
2012.

• Illustrations by Ester Chilese

• Foreign sales: Chinese (Guangxi Normal University Press)
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Davide Coero Borga

Science of the imagination

Popular science
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Original title: 
Erba Volant. 
Imparare l’innovazione 
dalle piante (2015)

Renato Bruni

Erba volant
Learning innovation from plants

It is called biomimetics and it is the method of studying and imitating 
nature, guaranteeing effective and sustainable innovations for man. 
This way, ferns for apartments which absorb harmful substances 
become a model for purification of the air, whilst the adaptations 
developed by some plants to resist in the desert provide ideas for 
collecting rainwater and storing vaccines without refrigeration. 
In other fields, observing the plant kingdom can help design networks 
for the exchange of information, plan new approaches to marketing, 
develop light eco-sustainable architectures and obtain artificial 
photosynthesis. In nine stories/essays featuring a very particular 
consultancy company, Renato Bruni shows us how the lessons of the 
plant kingdom can meet some of our needs.

Renato Bruni is Associate Professor in Botany and Pharmaceutical 
Biology at the University of Parma. He also curates the blog “Erba 
Volant”, in which he writes about how studying plants and their effects 
is more difficult than you may think. It is also why the more he knows 
plants, the more he is certain that they are complicated creatures. For 
Codice edizioni, he has published Le piante son brutte bestie. La 
scienza in giardino (2017) and Mirabilia (2018).

• Winner of the Science Book Award 2017

• Foreign sales: Chinese (China Social Sciences Press), Turkish (Kitap), 
French (Payot Rivages)

At times we feel besieged by numbers. They seem to pop up everywhere 
and not leave us a moment’s peace, perhaps evoking terrible memories 
of our schooldays. It is precisely due to their ubiquity, that numbers 
also have a life of their own outside mathematics: they can become the 
starting point to see literature, art, and in general the world through 
different eyes and – why not? – return to mathematics in a more 
entertaining way.
Numeralia explains why Dante speaks of 515 and Guareschi about 23; 
it tells us how the 99 Exercises in Style of Queneau and The Arabian 
Nights are two sides of the same coin. It speaks about the Answer with 
a capital A and pop songs, Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse and the 
Bassotti Gang, about enormous numbers like a googol and tiny ones 
like zero, which in this big family is the slightly mad uncle.

Maurizio Codogno is a mathematician and computing scientist by 
training, he is also translator, blogger (at xmau.com and on the “Post”). 
He is the author of the books Matematica in relax (Vallardi, 2011) and 
for 40K Matematica e infinito (2013), Fantamatematica (2014) and 
Alfabeto matematico (2015). With Codice edizioni he has published 
Matematica in pausa caffè (2014) and Matematica in pausa pranzo 
(2016).

maurizio codogno

numeralia

text, illustrations 
(black and white)

subject: mathematics

pages: 192

original titile: numeralia 
(2019)



There are many paradoxes in mathematics, but one in particular 
concerns its very nature: it is one of the subjects pupils hate most at 
school, yet it lends itself to countless games and is full of interesting 
facts. In short, apparently boring and irrelevant, mathematics is not 
only everywhere in our lives, but it can also be fun on condition that it 
is approached the right way. And Maurizio Codogno has without a 
doubt found the right way: in Mathematics in the coffee break he talks 
to us about traffic hold-ups (if yours is always the slowest, there must 
be a reason …), about lifts and Google, about playing cards and dice, 
about excessively compressed files and bets (lost and won). In short, 
everything that you would talk about over a coffee with a friend.

Maurizio Codogno is a mathematician and computing scientist by 
training, he is also translator, blogger (at xmau.com and on the “Post”). 
He is the author of the books Matematica in relax (Vallardi, 2011) and 
for 40K Matematica e infinito (2013), Fantamatematica (2014) and 
Alfabeto matematico (2015). With Codice edizioni he has published 
Matematica in pausa pranzo (2016) and Numeralia (2019).

• Foreign sales: Turkish (Doruk Yayınları), Chinese (ERC Media), 
Russian (Discourse)
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Original title: 
Matematica in pausa caffè 
(2014)

Maurizio Codogno

Mathematics in the coffee break

His previous book Matematics in the coffee break  gave a taste of how 
numbers and formulas are not only everywhere in our lives but can also 
be very entertaining. Maurizio Codogno is back with a feast of 
mathematics, with lots of courses and within everybody’s reach. 
Organized in four sections (starters, first course, main course and 
dessert), just like a lunch, this book reveals new appetizing 
mathematical titbits. One morsel after the other, we will learn which 
system to use to tile a floor with pentagonal symmetry, which tricks to 
use to amaze friends and be faster than a computer and that saying “I 
know that you know” is not the same thing as saying “I know that you 
know that I know that you know.” Then there are quizzes, elections, 
lotteries, vaccinations and slices of pizza in a tasty ‘maths salad’ for all 
palates.

Maurizio Codogno is a mathematician and computing scientist by 
training, he is also translator, blogger (at xmau.com and on the “Post”). 
He is the author of the books Matematica in relax (Vallardi, 2011) and 
for 40K Matematica e infinito (2013), Fantamatematica (2014) and 
Alfabeto matematico (2015). With Codice edizioni he has published 
Matematica in pausa caffè (2014) and Numeralia (2019).

• Foreign sales: Turkish (Doruk Yayınları), Chinese (ERC Media)

text, illustrations 
(black and white)

Subject: mathematics, 
popular science

Pages: 160

Original title: 
Matematica in pausa 
pranzo (2016)

Maurizio Codogno

Mathematics in the lunch break



Passing on one’s genes has always been the greatest (often unconscious) 
aspiration of every living being. Besides, it could not be otherwise: in 
the last half billion years, those that have not dedicated their energies 
to reproduction have simply become extinct. We are the descendants of 
those who wanted to hand down their genes. Evolution has perfected 
this tendency and has made it an inexorable urge as well as an (almost) 
perfect machine, developing imaginative stratagems in the behaviour 
and anatomy of animals. With the grace, scientific rigour and humour 
we became used to with The short-sighted watchmaker, Lisa Signorile 
gives us a round-up of the strangest reproductive mechanisms 
developed by fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds... and naturally mammals.

After her studies in biology, Lisa Signorile moved to England, where 
she took a PhD in population genetics. Since 2007 she has had a very 
popular blog, “L’orologiaio miope”, on which The short-sighted 
watchmaker, published by Codice edizioni in 2012 (third edition 2019), 
is based. Since 2012, she has written for “National Geographic Italia”, 
and in 2013 she published Il viaggio e la necessità for Scienza Express.

• Foreign sales: German (Bertelsmann / Random House)

Illustrated book, 
black and white
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Original title: 
Il coccodrillo come fa 
(2014)

Lisa Signorile

Birds do it, bees do it, 
even educated fleas do it
Animals and sex

What do Alien and a crustacean larva have in common? And the 
pharmacy symbol with the Medina worm? Or octopi with Blade 
Runner’s replicants? Evolution and biodiversity that you’ve never read 
about. This book speaks about strange creatures, that are sometimes 
ugly and not very nice. It speaks about these animals that aren’t 
photogenic enough for the TV, not exemplary enough for glossy 
magazines, not big enough to be noticed. Of those creatures that rather 
than being drawn by Richard Dawkins’ famous “blind watchmaker” 
seem to have been designed by a short-sighted and slightly distracted 
one…

After her studies in biology, Lisa Signorile moved to England, where 
she took a PhD in population genetics. Since 2007 she has had a very 
popular blog, “L’orologiaio miope”, on which The short-sighted 
watchmaker is based. Since 2012, she has written for “National 
Geographic Italia”, and in 2013 she published Il viaggio e la necessità 
for Scienza Express. With Codice edizioni she published Il coccodrillo 
come fa (2014).

• Foreign sales: Catalan (Edicions Sidillà), German (Bertelsmann/
Random House), Russian (Discourse)
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Original title: 
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Lisa Signorile 

The short-sighted watchmaker
Everything you always wanted to know 
about animals… that nobody knows



In 2012, Salvatore Iaconesi was diagnosed with brain cancer. 
He decided to turn his tumor into a global performance and radical 
experiment by publishing online his medical data. His goal was to 
crowdsource his cancer, engage people from all over the world to find a 
cure, and discover what being cured meant in the information age. 
The book interweaves an intensely personal story, a multidisciplinary 
research exploring different topics related to the present and future of 
medicine, and a toolkit whose intent is to suggest ways to actively 
preserve our human complexity in the age of interconnected 
knowledge. Cancer – and the cures suggested by people worldwide – 
becomes a powerful metaphor of our condition as contemporary 
human beings in the digital era. The Cure is an open-source cure, a 
non-fiction story narrated in a completely original way, and a book 
that can change our perspective on disease and possible treatments.

Salvatore Iaconesi is an interaction designer, robotics engineer, artist, 
hacker. TED Fellow 2012, Eisenhower Fellow since 2013, and Yale 
World Fellow 2014. Iaconesi teaches Near Future Design at La 
Sapienza University in Rome and ISIA Design Florence. Co-founder of 
Art is Open Source and Human Ecosystems.

Oriana Persico is an artist, cyber-ecologist, expert in participatory 
policies and digital inclusion. Persico has worked with national 
governments and the European Union. She teaches Near Future Design 
at ISIA Design Florence. Co-founder at Art is Open Source and Human 
Ecosystems.

• Introduction by Ervin László and Pier Mario Biava

Narrative non-fiction
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Original title: La cura 
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Salvatore Iaconesi, Oriana Persico

The Cure
A brain cancer. Some very personal open data. 
An opportunity

Graphic novels/ 
Illustrated books



The true story of the scientific research on the origin 
of the universe, told for the first time as an engaging 
mystery-story in graphic novel format.

1964, Holmdel, New Jersey. While fine tuning an antenna, two young 
radio astronomers pick up an annoying and ubiquitous background 
noise. Their search for an explanation will lead them to trace back half 
a century of science history, between sensational discoveries and 
unfairly overlooked intuitions, following the work of different scientists 
– some more famous than others: from legends like Einstein and 
Hubble to a priest-scientist like Lemaître, from the sacrilegious Gamow 
to Hoyle the heretic. Each one caught a glimpse of part of the solution, 
but no one was able to put the whole picture together. As the plot 
develops, the idea that a simple buzz may hide something much more 
important becomes plausible. Perhaps it will even answer the questions 
humanity has asked since time immemorial: how did all of this begin, 
and when?

Amedeo Balbi is an astrophysicist and researcher at Università di Roma 
Tor Vergata. He has worked in popular science for years, taking part 
in radio and TV shows, speaking at conferences and writing for online, 
print and TV media. In 2011, he published with Codice edizioni Il buio 
oltre le stelle.

Rossano Piccioni is a commercial artist and illustrator. In 2000, he 
founded the comics school Scuola di Fumetto Adriatica, and in 2005 
he started an anthological magazine called “Denti”, focused on the 
young emerging talents of comics.

• Foreign sales: French (Nouveau Monde), Korean (Green Knowledge), 
Portuguese (Gradiva), Spanish (Salamandra)
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Original title: 
Cosmicomic (2013)

Amedeo Balbi
rossano Piccioni

Cosmicomic
The men who discovered the Big Bang



if you have ever wondered “why” when observing 
a Fragment of nature, then you’re ready 
to listen to the strange story of mr darwin.

Late at night, Alice is worried about her science test the next day: will 
she know the answers to all the questions about the theory of 
evolution? As soon as she falls asleep, Charles Darwin – the father of 
that theory – visits her in a dream. Thus Alice begins an extraordinary 
journey on the Beagle, the same ship on which, almost two centuries 
earlier, the English scientist had reached South America, with its 
incredible animals, lustrous vegetation, colorful flowers and crystal-
clear sea. Read Alice’s captivating story, complete with 65 full-color 
illustrations, and relive the intellectual adventure that would change the 
way man sees himself and the world around him forever.

Mara Dompè has written two children’s books, Il mistero del 
cassonetto and Mamma parla con lo specchio, both published by 
Mondadori. She lives in Turin, Italy, and works as a translator.

Alessandro Blengino graduated in commercial art from IED in Turin, 
Italy. In 2005 he spent a semester in Australia to learn about 
illustration techniques for children and young adults.

• Foreign sales: Korean (Sanha Publisher)

Children’s fiction
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Mara Dompè
Alessandro Blengino

Little Darwin



There is a whole world in a cup of coffee: cultures that meet, the aroma 
and exoticism of marvellous places, history, art and travel. There are 
also science, expertise and a great deal of work and passion. Who could 
tell the story and the thousand secrets of coffee – one of the most 
renowned Italian products in the world – better than the man who has 
made excellence his professional and life mission? Andrea Illy, the 
visionary entrepreneur at the helm of illycaffè, shares with us the story 
of his family and company’s pursuit of the dream his grandfather 
Francesco had when he founded the brand: to offer the best coffee in 
the world. A coffee dream intertwines the points of view of the 
entrepreneur, the expert, the innovator and the man, as only rarely 
happens in books about the history of food. The book aims to give an 
extraordinary and positive message on what passion and the hard work 
behind high quality products can bring in terms of beauty, pleasure, 
responsibility and innovation.

Andrea Illy is the Chairman and Managing Director of illycaffè, leading 
company for coffee quality and innovation. Under his management, the 
brand has achieved global recognition as an icon of Italian excellence. 
He is Honorary President of the Association for Science and 
Information on Coffee, Chairman of the Committee for the Promotion 
and Development of the Coffee Market of the International Coffee 
Organization and Chairman of Fondazione Altagamma, which brings 
together the companies that are the ambassadors in the world of Italian 
lifestyle.

• Foreign sales: Portuguese (Editora Valentina, Brazil), German 
(Amalthea Signum Verlag, Austria and Germany), Spanish (Plataforma 
Editorial)

Illustrated book, 
full color
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Il sogno del caffè (2015)

Andrea Illy

A coffee dream

Essays



The dangerous decline in vaccinations in many developed countries is at 
the centre of a lively debate which confirms how crucial this subject is 
today. Vaccinations are amongst the most important scientific discoveries 
for the human race, yet they continue to be considered with suspicion by 
part of public opinion, the victims of campaigns of disinformation, 
instrumentalization and unfounded fears. These irrational beliefs, 
however, have an evolutionary explanation, without which it will be 
difficult to solve the growing social opposition.
This book, which throws light on to the safety and importance of 
vaccinations, is for both parents and those who want to understand the 
role of vaccinations in contemporary society, where the easy access to 
knowledge is both a great opportunity and a great responsibility. The 
chapters follow a historical narration and conclude with a discussion of 
the most recent cognitive theories to tackle this resistance to 
vaccinations.

Andrea Grignolio teaches History of Medicine at the Sapienza University 
of Rome and carries out research on the history of vaccinations at the 
Université François Rabelais of Tours. He has had an international 
education, which has taken him from Paris to Boston to Berkeley. He has 
published in national and international journals and writes for “La 
Repubblica” and “La Stampa”.

• In the final selection of the two main Italian prizes for the Public 
awareness of science: Premio Galileo (2017) and Premio Nazionale per la 
Divulgazione (2016)

•  Foreign sales: English (Springer), Slovene (Založba /*cf.), Russian 
(Bombora/EKSMO), Estonian (Argo)

Text, no illustrations
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Chi ha paura dei vaccini? 
(2016)

Andrea Grignolio

Who’s afraid of vaccinations?

In this new edition of The evolution of culture, Luigi Luca Cavalli 
Sforza updates and expands the manifesto of his historical perspective 
on human culture. To this day, his study on the parallels between 
cultural and biological evolution is a crucial introduction for any 
argumentation about the important themes of genetics in culture and 
how the natural and cultural spheres effect each other. Above all, it is 
essential to understand what is culture. Cavalli Sforza paints a 
fascinating picture of cultural innovation and conservation, offering an 
alternative to reconstructions centered exclusively on genetic selection, 
with great consequences on the way we conceive cultural differences 
and the presumed existence of human ‘races’, national cultures and 
relationships between them.

Luigi Luca Cavalli Sforza, an absolute international authority in the 
field of genetic diversity, is a professor at the University of Stanford, 
whose Department of Genetics he was head of. The most important 
aspect of his work is the combination of genetic mechanisms with 
historic-cultural data, in particular of linguistic basis. 

• Foreign sales: French (Odile Jacob), Spanish (Anagrama), Chinese 
(China Social Sciences Press)

Text, no illustrations
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Luigi Luca Cavalli Sforza

The evolution of culture



The truth is a fleeting and evanescent concept which coexists with 
emotional and imperfect human beings, limited in their cognitive 
abilities. The advent of the Internet, and above all of the social networks, 
has made access to a huge mass of information without mediation easy, 
and generated the illusion that this door led to knowledge. Until now a 
prerogative of the elites. The Internet however, is betraying the 
expectations of many, producing, more than intelligence, a dangerous 
(and often instrumentalized) misinformation and a serious radicalization 
of public opinion. This way, through paradoxes and short circuits, in 
2013 the World Economic Forum included misinformation in the list of 
global threats, many of which (from Trump to Brexit, to the anti-
vaccination movements) today seem to have taken shape; and according 
to the authoritative Oxford Dictionary, “post-truth” became the 
word of 2016.

Walter Quattrociocchi coordinates the Laboratory of Data Science and 
Complexity at the Ca’ Foscari University of Venice. His research focuses 
on the spread of information (with particular reference to 
misinformation), the emergence of online narrative and their relationship 
with the evolution of opinions. He has published more than 50 
peer-reviewed articles in the main scientific journals.

Antonella Vicini, a journalist, has contributed to “Il Tempo”,  
“Il Riformista”, “Il Messaggero” and “Reset”. Today she combines her 
work in journalism with studies on the social dynamics that are 
developing on the social networks in the age of constant information. 

Walter Quattrociocchi, Antonella Vicini

Free to believe it
Information, the Internet and post-truth

text, no illustrations

SUBJECT: current affairs

pages: 176

original title: liberi di 
crederci. 
informazione, internet e 
post-verità (2018)

The greatest magician of all times, the man that no prison could hold, 
the sworn enemy of false mediums and charlatans: Harry Houdini was 
all this and more. It is the extraordinary story of a child, who 
emigrated from Hungary to the United States who, from the streets, 
where penniless he performed as a magician for a few cents, became the 
first real international superstar at the beginning of the 20th century. 
The story of an eclectic man full of contradictions, but who was able to 
establish himself in a wide variety of fields, from the theatre to the 
cinema to aviation, and despite his limits imposed himself as an 
essential figure even on the highest milieus. His life only lasted 52 
years, but it was so full of adventures and twists and turns as to seem a 
novel. It is not surprising then, that Houdini, whose name everybody 
still known even a century later, has succeeded in the greatest feat of 
all: becoming immortal.

Massimo Polidoro, writer and journalist, cofounder and secretary of the 
Italian Committee for checking statements on pseudoscience, formerly a 
lecturer in Psychology at the University of Milan and a historian of 
illusionism, has collected in this book, the result of thirty years of 
research, which have led him to meet the greatest experts and collectors 
of Houdini all over the world.

Illustrated book, 100 
pictures in B/w and 33 
full color

subject: biography

Pages: 468

Original title: houdini. 
Mago dell’impossibile 
(2018)

Massimo Polidoro

HOUDINI



In a globalized and constantly changing world, where it is easier to 
travel but which is also more chaotic and difficult to control, the 
concepts of health and illness are changing: they are no longer simple 
biological processes but complex phenomena which involve the 
environmental, social, economic, political and cultural spheres. Today, 
climate change, migratory flows, the economic crisis and the 
industrialization of food production are fundamental phenomena in 
order to understand the state of well-being (or illness) of populations. 
Vineis draws a complete picture of the aspects which make up global 
health, and offers a strong argument on the political level: in such a 
mobile and articulated panorama, health at global level could be going 
towards a deterioration similar to what is taking place in the economy.

Paolo Vineis is a professor at Imperial College, London, where he 
teaches Global Health, and conducts research on the environmental 
causes of cancer and the effects of climate change. For Codice edizioni 
he has already published Equivoci bioetici (2006) and Lost in 
translation (2011).

• Foreign sales: English (Springer)

Text, no illustrations
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Salute senza confini 
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Paolo Vineis

Global Health, common good

Disappointed and disillusioned by 20th century ideologies, overwhelmed 
by an unstoppable scientific and technological progress, today’s 
humanity seems to have been left without a ‘beacon’ that can light up its 
path towards the future. This sort of eternal present – overwhelmed by 
inequalities, violence and ideological regression – is the condition that 
Augé defines the “prehistory of humanity as a planetary society.” 
How can we get out of this and enter a new era? With a utopia that can 
mark a radical change of perspective. “The only utopia valid for the 
future centuries and the foundations of which should be urgently laid or 
reinforced is the utopia of education for all: the only possible way to 
curb an unequal and ignorant world society, condemned to consumption 
or exclusion and, at the very end, to the risk of planetary suicide.”

Marc Augé is a French ethnologist and writer of worldwide fame; he 
was Director of the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales from 
1985 to 1995. Augé owes his popularity to the definition of an 
“anthropology of contemporary worlds” and the analysis of modern 
spaces based on the absence of history and identity: the famous theory 
of non-places, expressed in Non-Places: Introduction to an 
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Two hundred thousand years ago, Homo sapiens started out, from a 
small valley in what is now Ethiopia, on a journey that would lead to 
him colonising the entire planet and living together with other human 
species, forming the great variety of populations and cultures we now 
know. For the first time an international group of scientists, belonging 
to different fields, have reconstructed the roots and paths of human 
population. The result is Homo sapiens, a book written by Luigi Luca 
Cavalli Sforza and Telmo Pievani and edited by Ian Tattersall, a moving 
narration that tells us the stories and adventures of the movements that 
generated the mosaic of human diversity.
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